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"She had the distinct impression that his lips were pulling
from her a thread of light. It was as though she were a cauldron
issuing spinning gold. Like the miller's daughter--the one who
sat at night in a straw-filled room, thrilled with the secret power
Rumpelstiltskin had given her: to see golden thread stream from
her very own shuttle.
-Toni Morrison Song of Solomon
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Images of Africa

We sit on the floor of the hut and eat with our hands, rolling
balls of spongey white ugali around chunks of meat and popping
them in our mouths. Eyes and teeth gleam white in the lamp-light as
we all smile and talk and eat together, inhaling the warm smoky
cooking smells. Outside, the shadows are falling. A hyena whoops
somewhere quite close.
A woman in a red and green kanga walks along the road,
carrying a yellow bucket on her head. She must walk with her
back very straight, looking neither to right nor left, so as not to
spill any water. How much does a full bucket weigh? How strong
is a woman's back?
The eroded hills bleed red earth into the valleys. Goats
standing on their hind legs have nibbled the leaves of the thorn
bushes to six feet above the ground. The cows stand patiently in
the middle of the road, swishing their tails to drive the flies from
their bony sides. The herdsmen lean on their sticks, impassively
watching the cars.
Josephine Rood
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The House-Girl's Baby

One year when we were living in Uganda, the young woman
who worked for us became pregnant. Her belly swelled and
swelled, and when it was big and round like a gourd, my mother
began to talk about hospital. But the house-girl shook her head,
smiling calmly at the white woman's foolish worrying. She was
quite alone when the baby came, for she had no husband, and so
she cut the umbilical cord herself and named the baby Night, after
the time of its birth. In the morning, women came from the
village to wash the two of them and dress the mother in new ·
clothes. She came to work in her finery, cradling Night in her
arms, smiling at my mother's astonished face.

Josephine Rood
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Kate Husband
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The Women in Me

1. Milka
I was sixteen when I left Poland to cross the ocean on a boat and
come to the cold metal arms of Lady Liberty, arms that didn't always
seem ready to embrace me. I married a man from the same village
as me, and we ran a grocery store under the dusty grey cloud that
poured from the smokestacks of Ford. He could hold an 801b. sack of
sugar in his teeth, but he died young. He left me with two babies and
a poor married sister to support. I married Frank. He was younger
than I, but he was a good man, a happy man, and he made me smile. I
bore him two children--a girl and a boy, a boy and a girl--two
families by the time I was 35. I mixed kielbasa meat at Frank's side
and I stood there all through the Depression. We could've been rich-but how could I take money from our poor, dusty neighbors-neighbors whose parents had known my parents? I never asked for
repayment, yet even today some of them send me money. Fifty years
later, and still I receive their letters. I'm old now and I've lost two
husbands and a daughter, and I am as grey as the smokestacks at
Ford. My son has made our grocery store into a bar, and I sit on a big
padded chair and slip sandwiches to the poor, thin men who'd rather
spend their money on beer. They call me Mamo. I like to sit on the
porch with my granddaughters and feed them stories about the old
country, and their Uncle Eddie's father, and the store. They call me
Milka. That's all I do now--drip words into their mouths like sweet
mother's milk, and weave the fabric of the past. But I see my
granddaughter who is named for me. She has the grey of the
smokestacks in her eyes, and the meat of my memories on her bones.
I see her and know that she will pick up my ball of red thread. She
will pick it up and run.

2.

Nana

The baby's hot. She's hot and I must take her to the doctor. No
doctor here. Just a little shack near the coal mine. I'll take my
husband and I'll take the baby and we will find the doctor. I will
sling the baby to my body and let her heat rest on my belly--my belly
rounded and swelled with the heat of another. We will walk on the
train tracks. My husband will walk beside me, and save his precious
black breath. His breath blackened as he learned their new words in
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the darkness of the mine, as he breathed the black breath of
America. My lungs do not know this black. My throat cannot form
around it--1 can only let out the sunny, golden, hot breath of Italy,
and hurry and gulp it back before it can escape. I can feel my baby.
My baby's hot. We walk on the train tracks to the doctor and my hot,
golden baby breathes the black air.

3. A Rose is a Rose
I don't have a middle name. Just Rose--really Rosina. When I was
ten I would sit on the bed that I shared with two of my sisters and
wonder if my name meant that one day I would bloom. I would wake
up one morning and find my petals unfurled, find tender skin that
blushed delicately rather than my ruby red flush, find graceful
fingers rather than my strong, work-hardened hands. Never
happened. But once when I took Ma to the hospital, the doctor looked
at me and said, "Do you know that you have the bluest eyes I've ever
seen? They're gorgeous!;" and once when I walked back up the aisle
with a man who wasn't a doctor, he whispered, "I am married to the
loveliest woman alive;" and once when I rocked my daughter in my
arms and sang her a lullaby I made up myself she said, "Mommy,
you're beautiful. I want to be just like you!" It's nice to not be ten
anymore.

4.

The Blue Lady

I sit behind a locked trap door, the secret in your basement. I'm the
reason you have to run up to the top of the stairs before the
bathroom door slams twice. I'm nobody's cast-off mistress,
nobody's passionate lover. There's no spell that's been placed on
me--l was just born blue. And like all blue ladies, I live behind the
fruit cellar, with only a cat to lick my blueberry skin. I can see its
pink tongue change to shades of purple--a little bluer each day, until
one morning it will remain just a cold hard ball of blue fur, forever
in the corner. And I will laugh as blue spittle runs down my chin.

5.

The Poison Eater

Listen, I know you'd like to vomit in my face. Listen, I wouldn't
flinch. I eat your poison and it becomes my strength. I suck your
anger like the marrow from your bones. Listen, you made a big
mistake when you spit at me. Listen, I can twist off your head like
it sits on a Barbie doll. I can crush your skull and pick the shards
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out of the warm, red juiciness of your brain. Listen, I can do this
and laugh. I am every word you can hurl at me in disgust, and some
words you don't have the capacity to dream of. Listen, I melt iron
with a smile, and my saliva sizzles in your mouth after we kiss.
Listen, I'm beautiful, and ever so much more than dangerous. Listen,
I'm everything you wish you could be, and everything you're glad
you're not.

6.

In a Field of Violets

In a field of violets, I touched him. I was his first, he wasn't mine.
The sun beat down on us as I wiped the sweat from his brow and
leaned against him. I was good; it had been good. When I make love,
I can hear the music of my soul. My chords pound in a strong
crescendo that demands a drumbeat mate. I want a hard, unrelenting
drumbeat, and I will rise up against it and pummel it and do
everything, but never caress it. I Will never tame it, but I will spit
on it and kick it until it gasps for breath. I will kiss it and bite its
rich lips and almost surrender, and it will be poetry and every time
will be my first time. In a field of violets, I will be touched.

Amelia Katanski
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California

A green lizard lost her way in the hills of San Francisco .
She became a red tattoo on an artist's ankle.
He talked of New York with stones in his mouth.
His fingertips burned like lit cigarettes.
Little Desiree bit my arm and told me to get tucked,
though I never put my hand up her dress, which was what
she expected.
Jennifer took a long time counting nooses.
Her mother sent her some in the mail;
some she found waiting in her bed at night like snakes.
She taught me how to braid them into my hair like hers,
how to smile as I tightened them.
David thought he was a green elf. He liked to put people
in boxes, to feed them dried flowers and bubble bath.
Jeff found grasshoppers on our walks together.
He gently kissed each one before letting it go.
At dinner he was nervous, afraid of someone like his father
pushing his face into the plate of steaming potatoes.
Deanna took a flashlight and two boys into the hills one
Thursday night. We found her underwear in the woods
with the flashlight, both empty.
There is a ghost of a red lizard on my ankle
that is California. I let it go at night,
and in the morning I think I hear children crying.
I wake to sand in my bed, put my ear to a shell
and hear the pounding of a sick ocean
that will not stop.
Roxanne Prillwitz
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Semper

Fidelis

I got two letters today. The one from Ed Craig really killed me.
So did the other one, because it was from Oliver North. Other people
here get stuff from Save the Whales, or Greenpeace. I don't know
why I got this letter, but the envelope said "Personal and
Confidential." That's what the letter from Ed Craig should have said
too. I told him last time I wrote that this guy said I look ethereal,
and Ed Craig said I am about as ethereal as a brick to the side of the
head.
Once I sent him all these poems about panthers and vampires
and thick rivers flowing through the jungle, which was a crazy thing
to do. It's a crazy thing to do--to send a guy love poems, when
you've barely ever spoken to him, when you haven't even seen him
since high school. I can't believe he wrote me back after getting all
those poems. I can't believe that Oliver north wrote to me either.
He wants me to send him a check so that he can fight the commie
menace, and also the arrogant army of militant feminists that have
infiltrated our political system, destroying the family values that
made this country great. He's talked it all over with his wife Betsy.
Also, he has committed his life to God.
Ed Craig says that my ego would be almost godlike, only that I
beat it down with a stick to make it behave. He says I have a big and
beautiful ego, and he wants me to send him a tape of me singing
because he's writing some music for me, and he wants to get a feel
for my range. His ego, he says, is tattered and starving. He bought
this tape of bird songs because on the cover it said it promoted
feelings of joy and contentment. Even after listening to it though,
he wanted to kill a wildebeest and plunge his fist into its stillbeating heart.
I think that's what I'd like to do to Oliver North, but then I
realize that it's not the same thing. Ed Craig doesn't want to kill a
wildebeest because he hates it, or wants it to shut up--he just
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wants to express himself. He's maJonng in engineering at a school
for boys. He said how funny it was that I addressed my last letter to
him as "King Kong," because one day his roommate walked in on him
while he was naked and they both had to laugh about how hairy his
back is.
I knew that Ed Craig would have to be a hairy guy. In another
letter I addressed him as "ratboy," because he and his band made this
tape about a boy who goes to the zoo to visit the rats. He gets put in
jail for feeding them peanut butter. Ed Craig plays the part of the
ratboy on the tape. Also, once I addressed him as "Onion of my Eye,"
just like apple of my eye except only it's an onion because looking at
him too much, thinking about him I mean, makes me cry. I feel like
crying right now, because what else can you do when you get mail
from Ed Craig and Oliver North on the same day? "Semper Fidelis,"
was how Ollie signed off. Semper Fidelis, Ollie. That means always
faithful.
Erica Wagner
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Delusions

He wore torn jeans and lifted weights after school,
He wouldn't get in the car until I killed the hornet.
Visibility seems essential when backing out,
until you watch yourself run into a tree.
He taught me to shift in his old green Ford,
then he drove off with my sister.
A full pan of brownies radiates comfort,
the crumbs signify full-bellied despair.
Funny how thunder frightens small children,
When it's the lightning that can hurt.
Jennifer Drake
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Doug Ferguson

Learning to Laugh
A woman shared a bathroom with two strippers who lived
across the hall in apartment C. One day, on her way to apartment D,
the woman heard them giggling behind the bathroom door as she
passed by. It made her mad because she had been holding it all the
way home on the bus, and now she could not go to the toilet because
two strippers were in there giggling, hee, hee, hee and running water
too. She went into apartment D and read the daily news until she
thought it would be o.k., but when she stepped into the hall, the
strippers were still at it.
Obviously they were not using the toilet, so the woman could
have knocked and asked them nicely to come out, but their giggling,
like so many racquet balls hitting the side of a court, intimidated
her. She was glad that they were so happy, but it didn't seem fair
for them to be so happy so loudly in what she considered to be an
ordinary, decent bathroom from which all she wanted was relief, not
the shocking giggling sounds, hee, hee, hee, on the back of the door,
hee, hee, hee, hitting what must have been the shower curtain.
She stood on the outside until the strippers finally came out.
"Why didn't you say something?" they said when they saw her,
pushing her into the room. It smelled bad, because one stripper had
been applying henna to the other stripper's hair. Drops of dark goo
stained the sink. "Don't worry honey," they told her, "We'll clean it
up, hee, hee." The woman locked the door behind her, but she could
still hear the strippers giggling all the way back to their own
apartment C, heh, heh, heh.
Once seated on the toilet, the woman noticed that besides the
drops of henna on the sink, the strippers had also left drops of cutoff hair on the floor. Dizzy from the din of the distant laughter, the
woman soon recognized the hairdrops as stars, and they shone with
such a light that the bathroom floor became a nighf sky upon which
the woman's feet were invisible and floating. Never before had she
felt so beautiful and free in the bathroom.
She began to giggle, but when the woman reached down to pick
up one of the hairdrop stars, hee, hee, it came undone, the rays of
light shrinking in on themselves. She tried the other stars, but hee,
hee, hee, the floor returned, covered in what was nothing more than
many brown, dry hairs, split at the ends. A twin giggling that
sounded nothing like her own bounced against the outside of the
bathroom door. The strippers had come back already, ha, ha, ha,
shouting at her to get out. They wanted to seep up the mess.
Erica Wagner
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Another Naked Sunday

These thongs on my feet are hurting the skin between my
toes.
You could walk barefoot in the grass, woman, if you weren't
afraid of spiders.
Man, you are fat. My breasts sag. We are old. Just plain
old, and walking barefoot in the grass is for the young. I
sit here and let my breasts sag more with each year, and
watch the carpet fray.
Woman, let's dance. Let's stand in that sunbeam and two-step.
I know you haven't forgotten. Let's press up close together,
and .I'll hum and we'll sway and you'll whisper in my ear.
There's nothing left to whisper. In 40 years I've said it
all. You know all my words, man . You know all my thoughts.
And what's a dance without a whisper?
I can shock you.
You can't.
I hate the way you make chicken soup.
Why do you think I make it that way?
You snore.
Every Tuesday.
I have a tiny scar under my.
. . left armpit.
slept with your Aunt Lena once.
She said you weren't that good.
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I think God is a lizard.
You would.
Woman, you are beautiful and when I look at you I see the
girl who sat naked in my living room on a Sunday afternoon
40 years ago.
You are a fat old man, and my brain is not yet worn enough
to let my eyes trick it into seeing anything else. But I
wouldn't miss a naked Sunday afternoon with you for another
40 years.
Come here. Come sit on my lap. You make me smile.
I'll come, but only because this plastic sofa cover hurts my
rear.
Kiss me.
You haven't got your dentures in.
Kiss me .
You smell like Ben Gay.
Kiss me!

Amelia Katanski
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The

Closest

Came

I'm on my way to the only teepee in Chicago,
and pow, wow, nevermind how, or that we've gone by
three burbs and two slums already or that six
sick people have sat beside me. Nevermind,
I couldn't look at them or out the window so
I look at a book while the bus seat rattles
and rapes my thighs, cuz in two hours' time I'll be
in front of that teepee in my friendliest denim,
letting the bees land in my hair, hearing the song
of Eddie Two-Rivers and Lonnie Poco so nevermind.
They say the Great Spirit is coming, Hey Jahh, Hey Jahh,
That big old Indian
and I think oh yes, hey yeah.
on the grass, nevermind he's not my granddad,
or that the woman speaking poems is not my mother.
She speaks, her feet touch the earth and her boy
hugs her legs, wanders to her and away and back.
I see them all, and my stomach starts to swell.
My mother, brother, my grandfather, I should ask them.
Look how proud I'd stand next to you big old man.
Hey yeah, nevermind, and they start the dance.
White women with cameras hold me back somehow
while the circle turns to two circles holding all
directions and what is holding me, hey?
I have to shut eye now to see my family, to hear
the drums now, the no-word melody of men and women.
Nevermind, Hey Jahh in a dark old dream while
white women clap and caution their children.

Erica Wagner
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THEGOOFY~LUTOSYNDROME

It is 7:15 AM. Paul and Judy McBane sit in their white ultra post- modern kitchen,
enjoying danishes and listening to the National Public Radio news. Being as how they are
both extremely busy professional workaholics, this is their only time together.

"Pointy 'Dog' Rockefeller, lead singer for the punk band Gag Reflex, died early this
morning after a long bout with decapitation. Friends and family members expressed shock,
sadness, and an overwhelming desire to start splitting up the fortune ... "
"Imagine that," said Judy.
"What? The insensitivity of his relatives? The death of a great musical talent? The
heartbreak of decapitation?" asked Paul.
"No. A man named 'Dog,' " said Judy.
"I'm sure it was just a nickname, dear. But you know, lots of the most well-loved
people in this world are dogs. Lassie, Rin Tin Tin, that Muppet that plays piano, Pluto,
Goofy ... "
"Goofy wasn't a dog, Paul. He was...a cow. Or something. But he wasn't a dog."
"Yes, he was." Paul was not a dog. He was an architect.
"No. Pluto was a dog. Goofy spoke and dated, drove a car. Society wouldn't accept
two dogs with unequal evolutionary status. That would be oppressive." Judy was a
psychotherapist. "My God, Paul! This would make a great self-help book!"
And so it was. Judy called in sick for the first time in her life and began to write the
self-help book to beat all self-help books. She called it The Goofy/Pluto Syndrome. She
drew analogies between these cartoon canines and the cycle of oppression. Based on the
Utopian concept that all people evolved equally, she believed that some people were given
certain advantages in society (Goofys) and these people needed to keep down the Plutos,
who were basically equal to them the way Pluto and Goofy were both dogs and should have
had similar experiences. The book sold eight million copies in two weeks. A great deal of
its success was due to the critical essays written about it, likening all the oppressed peoples
of the world to Plutos and their oppressors to Goofys. Feminists claimed that women were
the eternal silent yellow dogs, kept down by men, the advantaged bucktoothed counterparts.
Native Americans and African Americans became fervent believers that the White Man
was Goofy. Children rose up against their parents, demanding the rights to drive and date
and pick out their own school clothes. In short, almost all the peoples of the world could
identify with the plight of Pluto (except rkh, white, male capitalists, who were almost
invariably Goofys).
An entire subculture was born of the phenomenon. The rich, white, male
capitalists, not wanting to be left out, created dozens of novelty items to cash in. Soon
people everywhere had exploding Goofy dolls, "Proud to be Pluto" bumperstickers, and
"I'm with Goofy" t-shirts (you know, the ones with the arrow pointing to the person on
your right). Community colleges offered "How Not to be a Pluto" workshops. Protesters
began burning copies of all the racist, oppressive Disney cartoons in which Pluto was
subjected to cruel and inhuman treatment, like begging and fetching, at the hands of his
animated tormentors. Many authors jumped on the self-help book bandwagon, with titles
like Charlie Brown No More, Healing the Fudd Within, and Men Who Hate Cartoons and
the Women Who Love Them. Judy McBane even got on the Oprah Winfrey show. But
her name was not yet a household word, as evidenced in the next scene.
"Who?"
"Judy McBane. I'm a guest on the show today. I need to get backstage."
"I'll have to check. B-a-i-n?"
"No. B-a-n-e."
"Oh, as in wolfs?"
"What?"
"Bane."
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"What?"
"Wolfsbane."
"No, McBane. B-a-n-e."
"It was a joke."
"What was?"
"Neverrnind. Forget it."
Unfortunately, due to bad planning, Judy's guest spot wasn't actually until the next
day. But she was given front row seats to that day's show. The guest was a man who
insisted that ancient cave paintings were actually a form of Pictionary used to speed up the
evolutionary process.
"I see," said Oprah.
"Yes. You'd get a whole group of Neanderthals in one big cave, and the elders
would draw animals, actions, people, and what-have-you on the walls and make the tribe
members guess what was being represented. If they got the answer wrong, they were
clubbed to death, thus weeding out the less intelligent members of the tribe and furthering
Evolution."
"I see," said Oprah. Many of the cave paintings were of animals that would evolve
into dogs.
Later that evening, Paul and Judy rested on their mocha-colored Futon, eating baby
corn. Paul was glancing over a set of blueprints, Judy was giving a phone interview for
National Public Radio. She hung up the phone and began autographing copies of her book
with anti-Goofy phrases like "Learn to Drive" and "Walk Upright" to serve as inspirations.
"Hey, Judy, guess who I'm designing a house for! Pointy 'Dog' Rockefeller's widow.
She's a book publisher. Isn't that interesting?"
"Mm-hmmm."
"I mean, if her husband's head hadn't come off, we, I mean you, wouldn't be where
you are today."
"Mm-hmmm."
"Judy, dear, put down your pen, and pay some attention to me and Mr. Happy. You
need to relax, dear."
"What? Relax? Yes, I guess you're right. Good night." She rolled over, clicking off
the light, and Paul lay awake with a raging boner. It wasn't the first time, either.
Judy showed up, without Paul, at Oprah Winfrey's studio the next morning.
"This time we'll get it right, Mrs. McBane," said the stagehand.
"No! Don't oppress me with the titles Goofy has forced upon us for centuries!"
screamed Judy.
"Beg pardon?"
"I mean, just call me Judy."
"Are you feeling alright, ma'am?"
"That's just what the slavemasters want you to think! Let a Pluto discover the root
of evil servitude, and that Pluto is thought mad and condemned by those who fear losing
power! I WILL NOT FETCH YOUR SLIPPERS, 0 EVIL ONE!!!"
"Uh, Oprah?" said the stagehand into his headset, "We got a problem here."
"No, really, I'm fine. Just a little nervous," laughed Judy.
Judy took her place on the tastefully decorated grey and mauve stage to a roar of
applause from the audience, all recently liberated Plutos.
Meanwhile, fucking doggy-style in an unfinished tri-level downtown, Paul McBane
and Pointy "Dog" Rockefeller's widow Wanda discussed recent developments.
"Tell me about your wife's book," Wanda groaned ecstatically.
"Well .. .it's ... about...oppression ... " Paul said between thrusts,
"and ... how .. .it. .. relates ... oh,yes ... to ... Goofy ... and ... Pluto ... oh ... yes ... "
"Sounds a bit mickey-mouse to me," she squealed with delight.
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"MY GOD!!! That's IT!" screamed Paul.
"Ladies and Gentlemen ... The moment you've all been waiting for ... the woman you
voted 'Most Admired Self-Help Book Writer of 1990' ...The author of The Goofy/Pluto
Syndrome ...Judy McBane!"
Judy beamed her best psychotherapist's smile as Oprah roamed through the aisles
fielding questions and comments. They were of the typical daytime-talkshow variety,
telling Judy how her book saved their lives, to which Judy immodestly replied, "I know."
The audience grew increasingly disappointed with her for not being the kind of grateful,
humble reformed Pluto they all wanted her to be. So when the big confrontation occurred,
they were all secretly a little happy that this bitch got her come-uppance.
It went like this. Judy was going on and on about how the day Pointy "Dog"
Rockefeller died, she and her husband Paul had a discussion about famous dogs in history.
She couldn't believe that Pluto and Goofy were both of the same species, with one having
far fewer advantages.
"So, I decided right then and there that this was what was happening to all the
oppressed peoples of the world. I never knew that I would become so incredibly famous."
One middle-aged woman in row K, seat 9, raised her hand. Oprah came running
over with the microphone.
"But, you're not that famous. I mean, your book is and all, but I had never heard
your name before."
"Oh, yeah?!? Well, that's because the oppressors are keeping it from you! My name
is like ganja; it is kept from the people because the ones in power, the Goofys, know that
you will receive eternal truth from me!"
Oprah burst in, telling the audience that it was time for a commercial break. The
commercial was for "Goofy /Pluto Syndrome: The Miniseries," which made absolutely no
mention of Judy McBane. Oprah ran up to the stage, making sure that Judy was alright
because, although psychotic ravings were generally good for ratings, the studio audience
was becoming very uncomfortable. The real reason her name was not famous was as yet
unknown, but had nothing whatsoever to do with ganja.
The commercials were over, and Oprah tried her best to maintain control over the
situation, secretly wishing it would get a little weirder because Geraldo was kicking her
ample behind in the November sweeps. And it did get weirder. Oprah couldn't make it to
the back of the audience where one rich, white, capitalist man waved his hand furiously to
be heard, so he just stood up and screamed,
"What about Mickey Mouse, Judy!"
Judy looked a little startled, but quickly recovered.
"Ladies and Gents, this is my husband Paul, without whose oppression, er... help and
support, none of this would be possible. Let's give him a big hand."
But Paul scared the audience into submission.
"I mean it, Judy. What about Mickey Mouse?"
''What about Mickey Mouse?"
"He's the true oppressor of Pluto! Goofy has nothing to do with Pluto's lot in life.
Your whole thesis is wrong."
"Paul, why are you doing this? You're being such a Goofy right now. Don't oppress
me with your insecurities in front of all of America. We're going to have a talk when we
get home," she scolded.
''Waitaminwaitaminwaitamin," interjected Oprah. "He's got a point there."
"No, he doesn't! That's just what he wants you to think, the Goofy!"
"In fact," Oprah continued, "Your book makes no sense at all in this context. Just
what are you trying to pull here?" she said, thinking "I'd like to see old Jerry Rivers top
this!"
The audience responded with choruses of "Oh, yeah," and Paul continued his tirade.
"She has been so sexually unresponsive lately that I had to take a lover."
The audience resounded with disparaging cries against Judy.
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"In fact, my lover is Pointy 'Dog' Rockefeller's widow Wanda."
This was met with cheers and applause and shouts of "Nice going, dude!" Paul
resumed,
"And she's suing you for inspiration. If it wasn't for Pointy, you would not be where
you are today. But, I wouldn't want to be where you are today for anything. Your fifteen
minutes are up, dear."
Judy burst into a screaming fit on stage, and Oprah ran around imploring the
cameramen not to break for commercials, telling them that this was news in the making,
dreaming of a fifty per cent share. The footage was shown on every nightly news program
as word got out that all of society had been duped by this heretofore anonymous
psychotherapist, and most of the reporters emphasized the word "psycho." The scene also
became a staple for heavy-metal videos dealing with the dangers of authority. The first
band to use it was Gag Reflex, or at least the remaining members, as a tribute to Pointy
"Dog" Rockefeller.
Judy was hauled away. It was decided that she was some kind of subversive plot that
was best left locked up so that she wouldn't destroy the very foundations of American
society. She finished out her miserable days in squalor, hunched on all fours, jaundiced
from the dirty needles, barking at the mice in the corner of her cell for destroying her life.
Many of the people who read her book became so burned out from self-help novels that
they had to attend weekly sessions of Therapy Anonymous, created by Paul and Pointy
"Dog" Rockefeller's widow Wanda. Paul and Wanda sold their story to ABC, and it became
a gripping miniseries. It told, for the first time, the tale of how Judy McBane never became
a household word. Wanda Rockefeller, before she met Paul and quit her job to devote
more time to him, worked as a cover artist for a book publishing company. She designed
the cover of Judy's book. She had been smoking a lot of pot, like the wives of punk stars
often do, and accidentally left the name off the cover, which no one noticed until after Judy
had ceased to be a threat. Okay, so maybe it did have something to do with ganja.

Amy Carlton
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Ashaki Smith

The Lost Garden

"Grandmother, tell me again the story of the lost garden."
Mbuya looks up from the rows of maize she is weeding. She
can do three rows to my one, my grandmother. Mbuya may be old and
toothless, but she is still a strong worker. While she beats the
earth with her hoe, she spins wonderful tales, like the ones I hear at
Sunday school (only I like her stories much better). I like to stoop
beside her under the hot Rhodesian sun and pull weeds at my own
creeping pace, just so that I can listen to her.
"In the beginning, Tambu, the world was so much dust, like the
desert. Ma'Tous was idle and very lonely. She took her jug to the
heavens and brought water down to the land. In the place where the
lifewater touched the ground, she planted a beautiful, beautiful
garden."
"The same way we plant now, Baba-Mbuya?" I ask, although
have heard this tale many, many times. I like to imagine the great
Ma'Tous bearing water and planting like my grandmother and her
grandmothers before her.
"Oh yes," continues Mbuya, "but she planted things much greater
than you or I, my Tambu. This was a magical garden--to this day
none has equalled it. Beasts sprang from the ground and the leaves
falling in the river became fish. It was here in this garden that
grew Kani and Yiwi, your ancestors and the children of Ma'Tous.
"Because Ma'Tous is all things, in her garden grew plants of
both food and pleasure and of poison and sickness. There was great
beauty in the garden and great ugliness as well. This made Ma'Tous
sad because she would have liked for everything to be beautiful in
her garden. A single tear fell from her all-seeing eyes and from this
tear grew the Tree of Knowledge. Ma'Tous loved her children and
wanted for them to be happy in her garden, so she forbade them ever
to eat the fruit of this tree."
"Why did she do this?" I ask breathlessly, so that Mbuya will
remember that I am still listening. She is leaning on her hoe, her
eyes are far away.
"Kani and Yiwi did not know that there were both good and evil
in the garden," she goes on, barely aware of me. "They walked
unafraid and ate what they chose. No harm came to them. That was
how Ma'Tous wished it to be. Nothing bad ever happened in the
garden. Nothing good ever happened in the garden. Nothing happened
at all! Time went on and on, never changing.
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"Kani was much like Ma'Tous and grew bored and idle in the
unchanging garden. Paradise had become a great green desert. Kani
began to wither and fade.
"Ma'Tous looked down and took pity on Kani. The garden was
not the way she wanted it to be after all, she thought. Her children
were not whole. This was not the way things were meant to be.
With a sigh, she called on her trusted servant, the serpent, to bring
to Kani the wonderful and terrible secret of the Tree of Knowledge."
Mbuya pauses so that I can ask, "What was this secret,
grandmother?"
Mbuya nods and continues in the voice of the serpent
messenger, "'Thisss tree will let you sssee the other face of
Ma'Tous. It will bring ssseasons of change into the garden. It will
bring pain, yesss, much pain but it will bring choicesss and
knowledge and great freedom for you and your chhherished friend
Yiwi. Eat the fruit ssso that you may not wither and die.'
"Kani was afraid, but she knew what she must do. She took the
fruit and ate it.''
"And what then, Baba-Mbuya, what then?" I cried.
"Kani saw for the first time the other face of Ma'Tous and
recognized her good plants and bad plants in the garden. Kani felt
love and hate, anger and joy. Suddenly many new, frightening, and
wonderful things appeared. Kani understood and was both happy and
sad. The garden was no longer all-beautiful, it was a wilderness
full of choices to be made, both good and bad. Kani, filled with awe
and delight, ran to share this powerful secret with Yiwi. Yiwi too
was transformed by the fruit of knowledge but instead cried out,
'What have you done with my garden, my friend? Where has it
gone? Oh bring it back! Bring it back!"'
Mbuya stops, rests her chin on her hoe and closes her eyes.
I feel sad for poor Yiwi, whose easy, simple life in the garden
has been taken away. I know from my grandmother's tales that Yiwi
will keep searching forever for the lost garden--hunting high and
low, in caves and trees, in mountains and valleys, even in books and
machines and in knowledge itself. But I know that I am Kani's
daughter. There is no garden except for the one I plant. Seeds die
and are reborn, this is how things were meant to be.
Mbuya opens her eyes, "Come, Tambu, we must finish our
weeding. I smell rain.''
Eagerly I bend to help- glad of the sun, the rain, the maize, the
weeds, and Mbuya's wonderful stories.
Anonymous
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The Weight of His Hands

Dropping the briefcase of his life
inside the kitchen door, he sits down naked at the
dinner table to smoke cigarettes by the pack,
talking to his naked wife whose breasts sag
from the weight of his hands.
Talking to their children, all twelve in the tub together.
Throwing away the last of the cigarette butts,
flushing it down the toilet,
he pinches his wife's ass, and
sends the kids off to sleep
so the two of them can
kiss at the feet of the big screen tv
while the 700 Club talks about sin,
taking their time so you know you have committed one;
he takes his time to tell her that he is committed,
or at least should be.
Christopher Gale
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Worm-Eater

He was five years old,
speechless, drooling,
as he emerged on those June days
after night rains flooded our driveways
and turned front yards into marshes
writhing with groggy
n ig htcrawlers.
Those dazed babies dangled like drugged snakes
before the boy's cave-mouth.
They were blind as virgins,
unaware of the light they were leaving,
of the love in which they were crushed.
The worm-eater never worked without an audience,
a spell-bound crowd composed of every neighborhood boy
and tough-minded girls poised on their toes to run
if the show became too gruesome.
The next summer found our boy fat
and satiated with food;
he had become a whiz with a knife.
I was eight when the first blade
grazed the outside of my thigh
as I ran from the drooling
ex-worm-eater who never once
in all of the rest of his life
emitted ·more than that single
first cry of victory,
who picked up the knife
and kept running
Roxanne Prillwitz
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Gorillas

As I climb I have to be careful not to touch the nettles which
are as tall as I am. Ahead of me is my father and ahead of him are
two men from the British army and ahead of them is the guide who ·
cuts a path for us with his machete. The mountain is steep and I am
tired--if only we could rest. The guide is used to walking up-hill
for hours at a time, he doesn't understand that we Westerners are
not so strong as he.
When we find them we must be very quiet so as not to scare
them. We must make no sudden movements and be careful not to look
them in the eye because that is a threat. They are all around us,
huge hairy creatures with wrinkled black faces walking slowly on
their knuckles, observing us with intelligent, suspicious eyes. The
guide makes noises that sound like deep belches to reassure them.
Some of them come close enough to touch, and we can hear them on
all sides moving through the bushes and munching on leaves. One of
them is missing a foot, another has only one hand--they have been
caught in poachers' snares, the guide says. We watch them and they
watch us, both curious and shy.
We rest for a while before starting back. Around us are the
signs they have left--trampled vegetation, a nest of leaves and
twigs, dung. One of the soldiers has tea in a thermos, and we sip the
hot fragrant liquid from a tin mug that will burn your hand if you
hold it too long. We sit in silence on the mountain-side, drinking our
tea while the guide squats patiently on his haunches and the smoke
from the soldiers' cigarettes uncurls into the still air.

Josephine Rood
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Half-Light

Afterward, I wonder if my sluggish ovaries
have suddenly kicked in the night before,
whether that one egg broke free
and sought her mate
with the same fever that I sought mine.
It is no matter, I think.
There is always someone with a scalpel
and his own bills to pay.
I turn with half-closed eyes
and love what I can see:
the pale shoulder grey with streetlamp light,
the brown-blonde matt of hair
making my face itch.
Roxanne Prillwitz
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Annie Hauser:
A Friday Night Symposium
Part 1: The Myth of Mid-Life
If you saw little Annie Hauser from behind you wouldn't know she'd

had children. She gets her butt from a magazine. The men at Arty's Tavern
know, but still they stand behind her watching through frothy glasses with
dense, ice-cube eyes, as she yells to her burly, horse-faced husband about
maybe steppin' out to eat in a place where they can sit down once in a while.
Tonight Arty's sounds like a party-- juke box raging melodies in the
corner, pool balls clapping against each other in the back, and a whole chorus
of drinkers guffawing and swearing to God in raspy contraltos and rich, thick
basses. Oblivious Annie is a little bit tipsy. She laughs her arpeggio laugh into
the swirls of a rising glass, feels cool liquid soothe her tongue without taste,
replaces the glass on the scarred formica bar, and smiles up at her husband,
never pausing to wipe the tiny beads of moisture trapped in invisible hairs
above her lip. "I love you," she says to him for no reason. And she does.
Annie is 37 and her life keeps her busy. During the school year she
works part time filing papers for a chiropractor, and in the summers passes
the days making hot lunches for her two children and taking them to the
park by the church where Alan plays wiffle-ball and Ashley builds houses in
the sand by the pond. Over in the shade Annie reads magazines, or gossips
with the regular mothers, or just watches her children, focused on the calm
distance immediately beyond their busy faces.
Some Friday nights her husband feels sexy and puts on cologne and
Annie calls the babysitter so they can do their steppin' out. And most often
that means Arty's. Annie doesn't really mind Arty's because it means her
husband's in a good mood and Arty does flip the best burgers in town-- the
best she's ever tasted she likes to think. She has to hold them with both
hands, thumbs sinking in to the soft onion bun, and open her jaws like a
snake to take that celebrated first bite. For Annie that's the best one because all
the flavors are distinct-- the meat is burner hot, the tomato's crisp and cold,
and zealous juices drip from the wounded burger, baptizing her chin. The
second bite isn't as vivid, and she's never finished an Arty's burger, taking
the uneaten portion home for her husband's midnight snack. He's always
hungry after they're together. He goes into the kitchen and eats the cold
burger, drinks milk right from the carton, and belches, Annie can hear him
from the bedroom, then comes back to his place by her, rolls on his side and
falls asleep, leaving Annie awake and clutching dreams behind the soft wall
of his back.
Annie moves her arm too quickly and upsets a frail glass, breaking it
on the bar top, mumbles something, then laughs, surprised at her own
language, while a briny tide washes down a stretch of counter. She picks up a
large piece of the broken glass and looks through it at her husband's refracted
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image. Once in a poem she read that some people look for God through a
microscope and others through a telescope, and wonders at her husband
whose entire frame fits in the jagged shard, while the overhead light bends
softly into it like a distant, alien star. Moving the glass from her face his
image colors and swirls, becoming a blur, and threatens to blend totally into
the background. But before this happens and he's lost to her, she replaces the
shard back inside the broken vessel, uprights it, and calls out to Arty that he
needs to bring a cloth in some kind of a hurry. And another beer while he's at
it.

Part 2: The Myth of Loneliness
The man sitting next to Annie is so anxious to drink himself from one
detachment to the next, that he doesn't even know his left elbow is resting in
a recent puddle of beer. He's so far gone he wouldn't care anyway. For him
this Friday night is passing like most others, wedged between lovers and
would-be's at a bar, and any bar does, just as long as it holds him up at the end
of the night, drinking alone and serious. He isn't looking to score or make
friends. He isn't looking to wind down after a long week and particularly hard
day, (as effective 5 p.m. that evening he'd failed to reach his monthly sales
quota for the second straight month, and his boss had voiced "great
displeasure.") He isn't even looking to talk. He's getting drunk, and the only
word he cares to say all night is "nuther" into the fleshy, silently-credulous
face of the bartender.
"Goddamn heat," he thinks, nervously eying the bottom of the
woman next to him bouncing up and down like a shiny bait. He uses his
fingers to wipe a trickle of sweat from his forehead, dries the fingers on his
chest, then pulls the cotton shirt from his shoulders to complete a perverted
sign of the cross. "This chick," he thinks looking at the bobbing bum, "has
been shaking her ass for every man in the bar while her other end grins at
that fella like a puppy without him even knowing any better. I'd call her bluff
but she's no different than other women. You can't teach any of 'em
anything." And to punctuate that point he downs the last dank swallow of
.foam in time to hand his empty glass to the passing barmaid, uttering his
trademark command. "Nuther."
Sitting next to Annie the man makes an enigmatic contrast. As Annie
gets drunk she feels a heavy weight lifted from her shoulders and her body
becomes foreign and exotic to her. Spry and effervescent she's in constant
motion like a kid with the busy satisfaction of too much sugar. But as the
man gets drunk he feels himself getting thicker, massive, under the weight of
his own visceral ballast. His only methodical motions take the glass, hand
always wrapped around it, from bar, to mouth, to bar, with alarming rhythm.
Ironically a girl is grinning up at this man too. She is a tattoo on his left
forearm, no longer concealed by a long-sleeved work shirt, and remains the
only tangible shrine to time spent in the service-- the period of his life he
relates to. Its workmanship is strangely beautiful, compelling, showing a bare-
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chested redhead with her legs lewdly wrapped around the words "WE ONLY
DIE TOGETHER-- 54th Charlie, Kinsau, 1973." Her arms are outstretched, one
hand holding a rifle, the other a smoking cigarette. She is chesty and the eager
look on her face would fire the lusty imagination of any upright soldier.
Glancing at Annie the man suddenly thinks about this fading icon and
looks down at it to remember better things. There was always a sergeant on
your ass . Yelling. "Suffer now Kinney!" "Smile now Kinney!"
"GetyoursorryassouttamyfacenowKinney- I own you!" Telling him where to
be when and how to feel when he got there. And if he ever had to drop for
push-ups or march up and down that fucking square his buddies were always
there, marching in step right behind him. Through the mud and the shit.
And if anybody had "great displeasure" they had the balls to take a swing and
settle it right then and there with the whole company watching, making bets
and cheering like a whole Iotta lunatics freed from a crazy house. Looking
again at Annie the man shakes his head-- yeah, this was the only woman he
could ever love-- the nonexistent one that wrapped herself around the whole
of Charlie Company and was still woman enough to grin. A whore that likes
her job.
Part 3: The Myth of Passion
For a bar Arty's has pretty good lighting. You can see everyone well
enough but the light isn't harsh, it's gentle, and makes everyone look better.
It makes ugly people pretty and pretty people beautiful and beautiful people
stunning. Add that to the beer's beautifying effect and Arty's is a place of
goddamn goddesses.
Ken Hauser couldn't stop looking at his wife because she looked
stunning tonight. He didn't look so bad himself he thought, and was glad
he'd let Annie talk him into buying an easter-egg purple shirt with a little
polo-playing guy on the tit. It cost too much, as much as all the shirts he wore
to work in a week, but it made him look ruddy like a sea captain she'd said,
and seein' how he liked fishing he could stand looking ruddy once in a while.
Even if it did cost a little too much. He just wished the shirt served some kind
of function, as everything should serve a function, and he only ever wore it
on occasional Friday nights. But she'd said too that sometimes you have to
cater to fashion without worrying about function, and that things you do for
pleasure always cost a little extra. She was always saying things like that.
Ken Hauser had been drinking the same beer, his second, for almost an
hour, but he'd lost his sobriety during the first one, just ten minutes after
they'd gotten to Arty's. Ten intoxicating minutes of looking at his wife. And
that was why he liked bringing her here to eat on Fridays- without much
alcohol he could let go of his week-old job tension while staring at his
stunning wife. His job tension came from being a construction foreman who
got paid like a foreman but worked hard like a peon. And not being able to
figure out how he worked all day, digging holes and carrying around 70
pound bricks of concrete, but still softened around the middle all the time like
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a pencil-pusher, made him feel every hard second of nearly forty years. He
just didn't feel hard anymore.
But Jesus his wife had kept a figure. He would lose that workstuff stress
and she'd start looking just like the girl that used to blush in his car at the
river every weekend, watching submarine races, he used the same joke each
time, going through all the phases of sexual initiation with the same person,
in almost the exact same spot. Or she'd again be the college girl that would
come home at the end of every week to see her high school sweetheart who
worked because he couldn't afford college. Or the coed that once told the
football captain at her university she'd drop dead before she'd go out with
him, let alone kiss him, and slapped him when he tried anyway. That
opportunistic captain retired six years ago from the NFL and now platforms
his cheeseball grin from a cushy press-box chair into homes across America
every Sunday afternoon in autumn. What a choice she'd made.
Annie. She said she'd never let him from her sight-- and she hasn't.
She said she'd always love and serve him-- and she has. She said she'd grow
old with him, and he knows she's trying, but he's the only one that looks and
feels the pushing and pulling of time. At age 37 he's only able to make love
once a week with so much effort it's hardly pleasurable. He does it for her,
and always the same way, crossing the intimidating border that separates her
side from his on the giant bed, throwing his cotton briefs onto the beersmelling slacks and purple shirt in a pile on the floor, taking her breasts in his
hands roughly, like a man, and straining to orgasm without even closing his
eyes, while she flails and calls like a virgin underneath him.
Ken Hauser is ashamed. How long had it been since he'd kissed his
wife softly, like a lover, for passion instead of maintenance? How long had it
been since he'd brought her flowers and embraced her standing just to tell her
he loved her. How long had he been numb to that fire that still burned
ardently in Annie. His woman who would do anything for him, even lie
unsatisfied, while his spent body snored like a tractor too old to overturn
even soft, willing earth.
Ken Hauser grinned. He leaned over to his wife, far enough to tickle
her ear with his lips and make her shudder. "Wanna go watch the submarine
races?" he asked. And as they headed for the door if it wasn't for his face being
ruddy, like a sea captain, she would have seen that he was blushing.
Part 4: The Myth of Purpose
Arty looks up at a plastic Michelob clock, subtracts fifteen minutes, and
heads to the back-room to shut off the grill. Returning to the bar with a fresh
pad of paper, and a new grease pen, he puts his hands together like a
bullhorn, staring blankly out the opposite window at a row of empty cars
nestled up against the curb in front of the bar, and yells "last call"-- daring
forty stubborn drinkers. Somehow his report wafts through the carnival to
deliver its message, and forty drinkers look down at their watches in unison,
then head towards Arty or Maggie, his barmaid, like so many glossy-eyed fish
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at a feeding. After divvying up the drinks, and heaping crumpled dollar bills
into the register, he walks over to where Ken and Annie Hauser were
standing to see if they want a nightcap as well. He is surprised to find them
gone before last call and then remembers that he hasn't seen them for a
while. And they didn't even say goodnight. Arty thinks Ken and Annie are
nice people because they always treat him like the old man that he is and not
some drink-fetching servant. They must have been in a hurry he thought,
turning towards the door and a black switch, flicking off the red-neon
"OPEN" sign that draws customers to his bar like moths.
As the survivors finish their drinks and stagger out, Arty watches with
half-humored interest to see who had coupled this weekend, and who hadn't
yet put together the right combination of lies and would have to drive the
twenty minutes to Indiana, and the bars there that are open another hour. He
wonders who would be the idiot this weekend to fail a sobriety test and spend
the rest of the night in jail, date or no date. He wonders who the strange guy
is passed out on the bar and how much coffee will have to made before even
a cab can take him home. Arty isn't moved by the scene, it's all old to him
because he's been seeing it for thirty years, and the only thing remotely
different about this Friday night was that Ken and Annie, two good friends,
had forgotten to say goodnight. Arty chuckles to himself and decides to
forgive 'em. Of course he'll hassle them a little next Friday just to keep 'em
honest.
Arty likes Ken and Annie, especially Annie, because she makes him
miss his wife. Arty is always surprised to see how closely she stands to Ken in
the bar and how tightly she grips his arm. Arty has also seen them several
times walking in the street, or has driven past them on the highway, and
Annie is always sitting right next to Ken on the front seat, or clutching his big
hand to her chest like his granddaughter did her favorite stuffed bear. They
are something else those two, he thought. A match made in heaven.
As Arty wipes grime from a booth near the pool table an overhead
light flashes off his wedding ring and right into Maggie's tired eyes, startling
her from one vague daydream or another. Arty turns to see her look down at
her hand. Her left hand. Her ring finger. It's bare. She is 27 and a good woman
and waits daily for Richard, her boyfriend, to sweep her off her feet like every
woman deserves. Like Annie.
Arty's own wife had died when he was 57 and too old and fond of her
memory to ever be interested in a woman again. He does have a son in
Chicago that brings his family for holidays, and Joey, that's his name, picks
Arty up to spend a week in Chicago each summer, giving Arty's Tavern a
brief reprieve, and Arty a chance to go to four or five Cub games and root 'til
the last out, no matter the score. Arty's seventeen year old grandson Arthur is
quite a baseball player in his own right, and Arty still sends him a quarter for
every base-hit he gets, just like he did when Arthur was twelve.
Through his old eyes Arty only sees satisfaction-- both looking back in
remembrance and ahead in speculation-- he's 63 and strong-willed enough to
run the tavern like a business should be run. The business is still fun and
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pays better than the government and its free subscription to Modern Maturity
ever could. And he couldn't just move to Chicago with his family, leaving
the tavern and good people like the Hausers alone to face Friday nights
without him. No, one week of baseball a summer is enough. With much
more, especially the amount he'd get in Chicago, he wouldn't enjoy 'em and
would start growing old like 63 year olds are supposed to. He was going to stay
right where he mattered until he died if he could.
Mind made up he trudged on with the night's work, and the mound of
drunk all shot to hell on his bar.

Part 5: The Myth of Happy Endings
Down by the river everything is as it should be for two lovers trying
their best to make it in the cab of a pick-up truck. Their clothes are thrown all
over the place in a hurry or else hang from one body part or another at
various odd angles. The doors are open and the steering wheel propped up, as
one foot, then another, then the other person's, presses against the
windshield like a vacuum-sealed ham in a freezer-safe bag. It isn't quiet
enough-- cars loudly yawn themselves over the bridge and a party is quite the
rage at one of the houses near the bank. It isn't dark enough-- all of the stars
betray their hiding place and shine in on the pale moons of her breasts being
eclipsed by the soft orbit of his head. But still they're making it-- and with her
fingers digging in his back Annie believes in her own luck. She is 37 and has
another half of her life yet to go. She is 37 and doesn't buy into living through
her children. She is 37 and her man is making love to her like a man should,
not leaving any of her body alone and wanting.
Maybe it's because of the noise around them. Maybe it's because they
both have their eyes closed against intrusion. Or maybe they aren't concerned.
But they don't sense the policeman and his car and its beacon until his face is
in the window and his flashlight makes them naked and his stern voice tells
them to produce a driver's license. As bodies split apart the voice says he's
going to have to take them to the station and call their parents. Annie laughs
really loud and Ken tells her to be quiet. It'll never happen. The man thinks
they're necking teenagers. She laughs again. Ken shakes his head and looks
out the front window for any sign of morning, but for Annie more pressing
things are at hand. If the policeman calls her parents there's every chance
she'll be grounded. And tonight that's her greatest fear.
Corey Harbaugh
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